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The paper deals with the problem of realizing polyhedral maps by polyhedra. 
Here, a polyhedral map is a two-dimensional cell-complex whose underlying point 
set is a closed topological manifold in some finite dimensional real space [W“ and a 
polyhedron is a polyhedral map with the property that the two-dimensional cells 
are convex polygons. A polyhedron realizes a polyhedral map if the corresponding 
cell complexes are isomorphic. The central problem is to characterize those 
polyhedral maps which can be realized by polyhedra. The present paper gives 
necessary combinatorial conditions and states various unsolved problems. 0 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
For the purpose of this note a polyhedral map A? is a two-dimensional 
cell-complex (see, e.g., [8}) whose underlying point set M = set(A) is a 
closed topological manifold in some finite dimensional real space Rd. When 
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we want to emphasize the specific underlying manifold we will speak of a 
polyhedral map on M. A polyhedron is a polyhedral map with the property 
that the two-dimensional cells are convex polygons. To emphasize par- 
ticular underlying manifolds-eg., spheres, tori, or projective planes-we 
will use expressions like polyhedral sphere, polyhedral torus or polyhedral 
projective plane. A polyhedron is said to realize a polyhedral map if the 
corresponding cell complexes are isomorphic. Polyhedral maps and 
polyhedra are called orientable if the underlying 2-manifold is orientable. 
Otherwise they are called nonorientabk. The Euler characteristic of a 
polyhedral map JZ is denoted by x(&Y). 
Clearly, for topological reasons the minimum dimension where 
polyhedra can exist that realize a given polyhedral map are 3 in the 
orientable case and 4 in the nonorientable case. This leads to the folowing 
questions which are central in this field. 
PROBLEMS. (1) Given a polyhedral map, does there exist a polyhedron 
which realizes this map? 
(2) Which orientable polyhedral maps can be realized in R3? 
(3) Which nonorientable polyhedral maps can be realized in R4? 
The purpose of this article is to prove some new results which shed light 
on some aspects of these problems. In particular, we will study the ualence- 
functional, a functional defined on polyhedra, which leads to necessary 
combinatorial conditions for polyhedral maps to be realizable by 
polyhedra. But we will also collect open problems which focus on special 
aspects of the three problems stated above. By and large these problems 
will be given in the order of decreasing generality and increasing 
treatability. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we introduce 
the valence-functional and state the known results. Section 2 gives an over- 
view of the results of this paper. In Section 3 we prove a new lower bound 
for the valence functional. Section 4 contains new upper bounds for orien- 
table polyhedra while the nonorientable case is dealt with in Section 5. Our 
section headings are: 1. The valence-functional; 2. Statement of main 
results; 3. An improved lower bound for the valence functional; 
4. Asymptotically tight upper bounds for d,(x, 3); 5. Upper bounds for 
nonorientable polyhedra. 
To close this section let us point out again that, throughout this paper 
we are dealing with polyhedra whose two-dimensional cells are convex 
polygons. However, there are interesting questions involving a relaxation of 
this notion to n.c.-polyhedra, polyhedral maps with the property that the 
two-dimensional cells are plane but not necessarily convex polygons. 
One of the most interesting problems for n.c.-polyhedra is the following 
question. 
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PRCIBLEM. (4) Does there exist a fixed k such that all polyhedral maps 
are realized by n.c.-polyhedra in Rk? 
A conjecture of Griinbaum (see (IS, 121) says that the answer is “yes” 
and k= 3 suffices in the case of orientable polyhedral maps while for 
nonorientable polyhedral maps k = 4 is sufficient. 
1. THE VALENCE-FUNCTIONAL 
For a polyhedral map JX and i= 0, 1,2 let 4(&Z) denote the set of all 
i-dimensional cells (or i-cells) of &!. The O-cells, l-cells, and 2-cells are 
called vertices, edges, and jiicets of k’, respectively. The cardinalities of the 
set &(J%‘) are denoted by fi(&Z), the vector (fO(&‘),fi(&), fi(~)) is 
called f-vector of A. 
Let k! be a polyhedral map and let u be a vertex of 4. The valence of 
v in &‘, denoted val(A; a), is the number of edges of 4 which contain v. 
We have 
val(&; 0) > 3. 
Polyhedral maps with all valences being equal to 3 are called simple. The 
valence-value 6(A) of &! is defined by 
S(d) = C (val(d; u) - 3). 
oe%c(-li) 
a(&‘) may be regarded as the valence-distance of JY from being simple. 
Expressed in terms of the components of &Y’s f-vector, we have 
It is easy to see that the range of 6 regarded as a functional on the set of 
all polyhedral maps is N 0, the set of all nonnegative integers. However, the 
situation changes when 6 is restricted to polyhedra. To be able to state the 
results more concisely, we set 
I,= (2,0, -2, -4, . ..>. I,= (l,O, -1, -2, -3, . ..> 
and define for x E: I, in the first case and for x E 1, in the second case 
d.(x, d) = min(G(S) : B is an orientable polyhedron in !Rd 
with x(p) =x>, 
d,,(x, d) = min(6(8) : 9 is a nonorientable polyhedron in Wd 
with x(9)=x}. 
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These functionals are called valence-finctionals. (Let us remark that valence 
functionals dy(x, d) and dy(x, d) can be introduced for n;c.-polyhedra as 
well. Their values, however, are in general different from the values of the 
valence functionals studied here. In particular, Griinbaum’s conjecture 
mentioned at the end of the Introduction would imply dr(x, d) = 0 for all 
XEI,, and all d>3.) 
The farthest reaching task concerning valence-values is of course the 
following. 
PROBLEMS. (5) Determine d.(x, d) for all x E 1, and all d> 3! 
(6) Determine d,(x, a) for all x~l~ and all d>4! 
In their generality, Problems (5) and (6) seem to be far beyond reach 
and, except for small values of -2 one has to settle for as tight as possible 
bounds. Expressed in terms of valence-functionals Griinbaum [S, p. 2061 
and Altshuler [l] proved that for all d b 3, 
and that for da 4 and x = LO, - 1, -2, . . . . 
d,(x, 4 B 1; 
i.e., the only simple polyhedra are polyhedral spheres. In fact they are the 
boundary complexes of convex polytopes. Gritzmann [6] gave the follow- 
ing estimates: 
3-xdd,(x, 3)66-$x. 
For some related results for higher dimensional manifolds see [lo]. 
The only case-besides Euler-characteristic 2-where the precise value of 
a valence-functional is known is that of polyhedral tori in R3 [7], 
d,(O, 3) = 6. 
Our main results will improve most of the previously known bounds. 
Before we state our new results let us mention that the evaluation of the 
valence-functionals is necessary if one wants to answer questions like 
(i)-(3) as stated in the Introduction. But even for less ambitious tasks 
these values are useful. Examples are the following problems. 
PROBLEMS. (7) Characterize the f-vectors of all (orientablelnonorien- 
table) polyhedra of Euler-characteristic x! 
(8) Give analogues of Eberhard’s theorem for (orientable/nonorien- 
table) polyhedra of Euler-characteristic x! 
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Indeed, it turned out that the bound 6 = AJO, 3) <6(Y) is the cruciai 
additional condition required for the solution of Problems (7) and (8) for 
polyhedral tori. In order to add some perspective to our results we state the 
corresponding theorems. The sufficiency of the following theorem has been 
shown by [IS], the proof of the necessity of the conditions is due to [7]. 
THEOREM FORJ~VECTORS OF POLYHEDRAL TORI [I-S, 7-j. Let s,fO,fi,fi 
be non-negative integers. Then there exists a polyhedral torus Y in iR3 with 
f,(S)=& (fori=O, 1,2) 
if and only if 
and 6(.F) = s 
so -f-i +f2 = 0, hhw -fd al G 2f2, 
LMlkfoKf2~%, s>6. 
Furthermore, Y can be chosen in such a way that no two adjacent facets 
span the same affine plane if and only iffi # 19. 
Let, for a polyhedron 9 and for i= 3,4, . . . . p,(Y) denote the number of 
i-gonal facets of 8. 
EBERHARD'S THEOREM FOR POLYHEDRAL TORI [7]. Let SEN andletfor 
ic N with 3 d i, i # 6, pi be a non-negative integer. Then there exists a 
polyhedral torus 5 in R3 with 
pi(~)=pi (forieN,3<ii,i#6) and cT(T-)=s 
if and only if 
c (6-i)p,=2s and s>6. 
i>3 
2. STATEMENTS OF MAIN RESULTS 
Our first result improves the lower bounds of [6] for d,(x, 3), extends 
them to A&, d) and also to the nonorientable case, i.e., to A, (2, d). More 
precisely, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Lower bounds for A&d) and A& d)). We have the 
following bounds for the valence-functionak 
(1) 4-x<A&, d) for da3 and xE:&\{2); 
(2) 4-x<A,(x, d)fir d>4 and XEln. 
582a158/2-9 
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Theorem 2.1 shows that polyhedral maps which are “almost simple” 
cannot be realized as polyhedra in any finite dimensional real space. For 
various examples of such “nonrealizable” polyhedral maps see, e.g., [ 111. 
As we have mentioned before the only cases where precise values of the 
valence functionals are known are polyhedral spheres and tori. Since there 
has been considerable interest in polyhedral projective planes lately (see, 
e.g., [3]), it would be desirable to be able to determine d,(l, 4)-in the 
hope to be able to solve problems (7) and (8) for projective planes then 
(see Problems (15)-(17)). Our second result gives at least some nontrivial 
upper bounds for the case of polyhedral projective planes and Klein 
bottles. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Upper bounds for d,(l, 4) and d,(O, 4)). We have the 
following upper bounds: 
(1) A,(& 4)G 11; 
(2) d,(O, 4) d 12. 
Collecting the best known lower and upper bounds from [6,7] and from 
our Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain the following results for small values 
of -x: 
4,(2,3) =O, doto, 3) = 6, 
6<d,(-2,3)69, 3<.d,(l,4)<11, 4 Q d,(O, 4) < 12. 
An important question is how d,(x, 3) and d,(x, 4) behave asymp- 
totically for x --, -co. The following theorem shows that the valence 
functional increase asymptotically as -x. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Asymptotically tight upper bounds for the valence 
functional). We have the following upper bounds 
(1) d.(x, 3)~ -3.69-(1+5.34/ln Ix-41)(x-2) for x~1,\{2}; 
(2) d,(~,4)<7.31-(1+5.34/m Ix-31)(x--l) for xez\Pl 
and odd; 
(3) d,(~,4)~13.31-(1+5.34/ln~~--2~)~ forXEI,andeven. 
To emphasize the asymptotic character of Theorem 2.3 let us restate the 
results as follows: 
2.4. COROLLARY. For d>, 3 and x E I, in the orientable case and for d3 4 
and x E I,, in the nonorientable case we have 
d,(x, 4, d,(x, 4 = --x + 4x). 
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This result shows, in particular, that the lower bounds given in 
Theorem 2.1 are asymptotically best possible. 
To close this section, we state some further problems that are motivated 
by the above results. Theorem 2.1 and 2.3 indicate that the valence- 
functionals might be increasing in --x. However, there is no proof for this 
property, yet. 
PROBLEMS. (9) Let x1, X~E I,, x1 >x2, and d3 3. Is it true that 
d,(xr, d) < d&, d)? Is this inequality strict? 
(10) Let x1, x~EI,,, xl>xZ, and d>4. Is it true that d,(~~,d)< 
d,(xZ, d)? Is this inequality strict? 
Another obvious question is how the valence functionals behave with 
respect to d. Obviously, we have the following monotonic&y property: 
However, we do not know of any nontrivial example where strict inequality 
occurs. 
PROBLEMS. (11) Does there exist an integer d 2 3 such that d&, d) > 
d,(x, d+ I)? 
(12) Does there exist an integer d 24 such that d,(x, d) > 
d,(x, d-i- I)? 
A positive answer to (11) or (12) would also answer the corresponding 
of the following questions in the positive. 
PROBLEMS. (13) Do there exist d,, d2E N, 3 < dl < d2, and an orien- 
table polyhedral map that is realizable as a polyhedron in Rd2 but not 
in Rdl? 
(14) Do there exist d,, d2 E N, 4 d dl cd,, and a non-orientable 
polyhedral map that is realizable as a polyhedron in Rd2 but not in lRdl? 
A positive answer to (13) or (14) would not necessarily answer (11) or 
(12), as well. However, the answer would provide further insight for 
problems (2), (3). 
We close with three problems that are very intriguing since they are the 
“next simplest” open questions. They are included ‘here in spite of the fact 
that they are only special cases of our previous problems (6~(8) to 
emphasize that a solution is very desirable and might even not be com- 
pletely out of reach. 
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PROBLEMS. (15) Determine A,( 1,4)! 
(16) Determine the set of f-vectors for polyhedral projective planes! 
(17) Give an Eberhard-type theorem for polyhedral projective 
planes! 
3. AN IMPROVED LOWER BOUND FOR THE VALENCE-FUNCTIONAL 
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 2.1, i.e., to show that 
4-XGd,(X,d) (ford>3andXEI,\f2)) 
and 
4 -2 G ~,(x, 4 (for d > 4 and x E I,). 
These bounds will follow from the results 3.1-3.4 below. Though for the 
results of this section it is strictly speaking unnecessary, we shall, in the 
following for simplicity, further require that adjacent faces of polyhedra 
should not be coplanar. 
Let us begin by recalling Banchoff’s [2] notion of the index of a vertex. 
For a polyhedron 9 in lRd let S(B) denote the set of all directions z of the 
(d- l)-dimensional unit sphere Sd-’ such that every hyperplane with nor- 
mal vector z contains at most one vertex of 8. Let for z E Sd- ’ and p E lRd, 
H(z; p) denote the hyperplane through p with normal vector z. Observe, 
that H(z; p) = H( - z; p), For each z E S(g) and every vertex u of 9, y(z; u) 
denotes the number of facets F of B with u E F and relint(F) n H(z; u) # 125. 
The index +(z; u) of u in 9’ in direction z is given by 
z&z; u) = 1 - fy(z; u). 
Since y(z; u) is always even and positive z&z; u) is an integer bounded 
above by 1 and we have 
=fo(W-f c V,(F)-2)=W). 
FE 92P’) 
This is a crucial equation for the proof of Theorem 2.1, since essentialy we 
count indices in suitable directions rather than valences. This approach is 
motivated by the simple estimate 
val(8; a) 2 y(z; u) = 2(( 1 - I&Z; u)). 
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Of course, the valence of a vertex v can exceed y(z; v) and, in fact, the main 
part of the proof of 2.1 is to show that at least for some vertices it does. 
Let 
~~(9; 2) = C (val(B; v) - ~(2; 0)) 
UEFOTO(~) 
y(r;v) 2 4 
v,(B; 2) = C (val(8; 0) - 3) 
” 6 PO(@) 
r(z;u) < 2 
Then we have 
v,(P;z)= 2 1. 
“se(q) y(r;u) = 0 
d(8) = C (valf9; u) - 3) 
0 E socm 
= UEg(“P) (Y(Z 0) - 3) -I- v,(B; 21-F v,(P; z). 
YkV)PQ 
Using the relation 2 VE ssO lP(z; u) =x(P) we obtain 




r(z;u) 2 4 ;;zf$yj 
= -2 c z,(z;v)+2 c l- c 1 




2 -2x(97 -I- v&P; z) + c (1 - $J(z; u)) 
0 E e(a) 
= -2X(8)fVj(5P;Z)+ c z(z;v) 
OEslP) 
= -x(P) + v,(s+‘; z). 
Thus we have proved the following result: 
3.1. LEMMA. Let z?J’ be a polyhedron in Rd and let z E S(9). Then 
wq z v,(B; z) + v&33; z) + v&P; 2) -x(9). 
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Now, for each z there are at least two vertices vl, v2 of 9’ such that the 
hyperplanes H(z; vl) and H(z; vz) strictly support 9. Thus, we have 
Y(z;~,)=Y(z;~2)=0, i.e., v,(B; z) > 2, 
which yields the following corollary. 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let 9 be a polyhedron in Rd and let z E S(9). Then 
S(9q 2 v,(B; z) + v,(P; z) + 2 - x(9y 
To prove Theorem 2.1 we show that there exists a ZE S(S) such that 
v,(B; z) + ~(9; z) 2 2. This estimate means that there are vertices u whose 
valences are greater than the minimum valence that is necessary to 
generate their index, i.e., there are facets of B which are supported by 
H(z; v). Recall that with H(z; v) also H( -2; v) supports P. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let B be a polyhedron in Rd and let FI, I;; E 9$(p) whose 
afJine hulls are non-parallel. Further, let vl, v2 E 5&(Y), v1 E F, , v2 E F2. Then 
there is a vector z E S(B) such that H(z; vl) supports F1 and H(z; v2) 
supports F2. 
Proof. Let Sr and S2 denote the regions on Sd- ’ of all normal vectors 
of hyperplanes that strictly support F1 at vl and Fz at v2, respectively. S1 
and S2 are open in Sd- ‘. Since aff(l;l) and aff(F,) are non-parallel 
S1 n S2 # 0. Since S1 n S2 is open in Sd- ’ and since B has only finitely 
many vertices S1 n S, n S(B) = 0. 1 
Let us remark that it is not assumed in Lemma 3.3 that the vertices vl 
and v2 be different. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let B be a polyhedron in Rd with ~(9) d 1. Then there is 
a vector z E S(B) such that v,(B; z) + v,(B; z) > 2. 
ProoJ Assume, first, that there is a vertex v of B with val(8; v) > 5. By 
Lemma 3.3 there is a ZE S(B) such that H(z; v) supports two different 
facets of 8. Therefore y(z; v) < val(8; v) - 2, and thus 
v,(B; z) 2 2 or v&Y; z) > 2. 
But this implies 
v,(B; z) + v,(B; z) 2 2. 
So, we may assume that all vertices of B have valence 3 or 4. Since 
~(9) < 1 Corollary 3.2 shows that there is a vertex v1 of 9 with 
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val(u,; 9)==4. Now, we choose z1 E S(P) according to Lemma 3.3 (with 
v1 playing the role of both, Lemma 3.3’s o1 and z)~). Then we have 
~(2~; 2~) G 2, i.e., ~~(9; z,)> 1. Thus, again by 3.2, there is a second 
4-valent vertex-say v2. Now, for these vertices we choose a direction z2 
according to 3.3. Then we obtain 
?e*; 4)dZ y(z2; 021 d 2, i.e., v,(P; z2) > 2. 
This proves the assertion. 1 
Clearly, Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 3.4 imply Theorem 2.1. 
4. ASYMPTOTICALLY TIGHT UPPER BOUNDS FOR A0(x,3) 
In the following we prove Theorem 2.3(l); i.e., we show that for 
x = 0, - 2, . ..) 




In ix-41 1 
(x-2). 
The key idea of the construction is to modify polyhedra that have been 
constructed in [6, 131 and use these modified polyhedra as building blocks; 
i.e., we glue suitable copies together. We begin by stating the corresponding 
theorems of [6, 131 in a formulation that is appropriate for our purposes. 
4.1. THEOREM [6]- For every x E I, there is a polyhedron GT$ in lR3 which 
has the properties, 
and 4 contains a facet F which is also a facet of conv(set($)) and such that 
ail vertices of F are 3-valent. 
A vertex v of a polyhedron 9 is cahed convex if there is an E > 0 such 
that one of the two parts into which set (9) dissects a ball of radius F 
centered at v is convex. Intuitively this means that B behaves at v (locally) 
like a convex polytope. 
4.2. THEOREM [ 13 J. 
R3 
For every p E N, p 2 4, there is a polyhedron A$ in 
which has the properties, 
X~J = (4 -~w7-2, S(A*) ==p2p- 2, 
and A$, contains a convex 4-valent vertex which is also a vertex of 
conv(set(./$)). 
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The next lemma shows how we can glue modifications of 4 and k& 
together. 
4.3. LEMMA. Let m E N and let for i = 1, . . . . m, pie N’, with 4 <pi. Let 
x, x1 E I, and suppose that x = x1 - 2m + CyY 1 (4 -pi)2Pi-‘. Further, let 
a2 = 0 and IS,, = 6 - $x1 for x1 E I,\ (2). Then there is a polyhedron 9’ with 
x(P) =x and 6(9)=6,,+ f (pi2p’-*-1). 
i=l 
Furthermore, 9 contains a triangular facet all of whose vertices are 3-valent 
which is also a facet of conv(set(P)). 
Proof. As mentioned before, we glue together modifications of the 
various polyhedra J%$, . . . . J& and 4,. Let us first describe the basic 
modifications. Let p E N, p 2 4, and consider the polyhedron J&$ As we 
have seen before, MP contains a vertex v which is convex and which is also 
a vertex of the convex hull of J$‘s underlying point set. We truncate JZ~ 
by cutting off this vertex by a plane that is sufficiently close to v and fill up 
the hole by the corresponding quadrangle Q. The vertices of Q are all 
3-valent and hence convex. Let us repeat the truncation with one of 
these new vertices. Then we obtain a new polyhedron xP, which has the 
properties: 
(a) x(Jp) = x(dp) = (4 -P)~J? 
(b) 6(/&J = S(dP) - 1=~2~-* - 1; 
(c) JP contains a triangle TP such that all vertices of TP are 3-valent 
and such that TP is also a triangular face of the convex hull of set (J&$). 
Similarly, we obtain a polyhedron gX for all x E I, with the properties: 
(4 x(@Q=x@J=x; 
(b) 6(@X)=6(%X)=6-;x; 
(c) gX contains a triangle S, such that all vertices of S, are 3-valent 
and such that S, is also a face of conv(set($)). 
Clearly, we still have the freedom of applying any admissible projective 
transformation. In particular, we can achieve that the triangles T and S 
actually coincide. 
The construction will now be carried out inductively. Let us start with 
the polyhedron 8’ = $, . 
Let us assume that we have already constructed the polyhedron Bk 
which has the properties: 
(ak) X(P) =X1 - 2k f Cf= 1 (pi-44)2”-‘; 
(bk) 8(.?Yk) = S,, + & (JJ~P”-~ - 1); 
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(I?) Pk contains a triangle Tk=conv(af, a:, a:> such that the ver- 
tices of Tk are 3-valent and such that Tk: is also a triangle of the convex 
hull of 9”s underlying point set. 
Further, assume that k cm. Let p E R3 be a point with the property that 
a:, 4, at are convex vertices of the polyhedron gk that we obtain by 
replacing Tk in Pk by the pyramid with apex p over the edges of Tk. Now, 
there is a projective transformation z which is admissible for A$,~+, such 
that 
~bf,,,,) cconv(bl u Tk) and QPk+,) = Tk. 
We glue together gk and z(JPk+,) at Tk, delete Tk and truncate the 
polyhedron by cutting off a:, ai, at, respectively. Then we cut off one of 
the new vertices in order to obtain a triangle in the boundary of the convex 
hull of our final polyheron’s underlying point set. This yields a polyhedron 
?Pkfl which has the properties (ukfl ) - (ck+ ‘). This completes the induc- 
tive step. l 
We are going to choose a suitable representation of x of the kind as in 
4.3. However, in order to make the transition from 4.3 to 2.3(l) we need 
the aid of the following four technical lemmas (4,447). 
Let 
Cl = (212 -2) 
18 x P0 
ln(2 + 18 x 210)-ln(10 x 21°) 
= 5.33..., 
c2 = (212 - 3) 
ln(4+8x2’0)=450 
2+8x21o . “” 
d=4-c, 1;;2;j= -3x59.... 
4.4. LEMMA. For t E R, 0 < t < 8 x 2” - 2, we have 
PrOOf. Let for O<t<fjx22’0-2, 
Since 
(t+6)ln(tf4)-2(t+2) 
(t + 4)’ In3(t + 4) 
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$ is convex for t >, 0, hence 
$(t)<max{$(O), $(8290)) = -$=d-4. 
This implies the assertion. 1 
4.5. LEMMA, For s E R, s 2 22, and q(s) = 2 + (s - 4)2”-* we have 
ProoJ The first assertion is equivalent to 
&I G c2, 
where e(sj = (2” - 3) Wfs) + 2) 
P(S) * 
Now, observe that since 
( > $ e(s) (pZ(s)22-” 
= (4 In 2)&) In(&) + 2) 
+(2”-3)(1+(s-4)ln2) 40(s) -----ln(qo(s)i-2) 
VP(S) + 2 
and since 
go(s) (2’-3)(1+(s-4)ln2)< 2”(sln2-4ln2$1) -. 






the function B(s) is strictly decreasing. Furthermore, t?( 12) = c2. This takes 
care of the first inequality. 
The second inequality fohows from the choice of our constants with the 
aid of the fact that (cp(s) +2)/m(&) + 4) is increasing in S. 1 
4.6. LEMMA. For f,SER, s>12, ~(s)=2+(~-4)2”-~, and 




In( t + cp(s) + 4) > 
ft + P(S) + 2). 
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Proof. Let us define the function 
m Y) = (In&y-y+ 2) - &y 2,> ln(yy+ 2). 
Then our assertion is equivalent to 
c2 G Cl&f + 2, P(S)), 
with the ranges of s and t as specified above. In the following all 
parameters are restricted accordingly. 
First we show that-for fixed y--i; is strictly decreasing in x. To this end 









(s-2)2”-2-2=1 + p-l-4 
2+(s-4)2”-’ 2+(~-4)2”-~ 
is decreasing in s we have 
(s-2)2”-*-22~(2+(~-4)2S-~), where K= ~~~~~~. 
Hence it suffices to prove the inequality 
c2 d Cl alcv> Y) for y>2+8x2’*. 
In view of the fact that c2 -C c15(rc(2+ 8 x 2l*), 2+ 8 x 2’“) the assertion 
follows if we show that <(ICY, y) is strictly increasing in y. Now, 
; U~Y9 Y) = 
1+7c 
( 
1 (1 f JC) ln(y+ 2) -- 
ln((l+K)y+2) y+2 ((l+rc)y+2)ln((l-f-K)y-t2) > 
Ic 
( 
1 IC ln( y + 2) 
-ln(lcy+2) 
-- 
y-b2 1 (Ky+2)ln(rcy++) . 
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Using the fact that for r> 1, z(ln(ry+ 2))-l is increasing in r while 
z((zy + 2) ln(zy + 2))-’ is decreasing, we see that, indeed, 
in the relevant domain. This complete the proof of 4.6. 1 
4.7. LEMMA. Let x E I, be given, m E N and let for i = 1, . . . . m, pi E N with 
12<p,<p,-, < ... <pl. Let x~EI,, 1-8~2~~<~~<2 andsuppose that 
x = x1 + Cy!, (4 -~~)2~‘-*. Further, assume that for i= 1, . . . . m, pi is maxi- 
mal for all possible choices of x1, pi+ 1, . . . . pm and fixed pl, . . . . pi- 1. Then, 
with a2 = 0 and 6,, = 6 - $x1, we have 
dx,+ 2 (pi2”-*-l)<d+ l+ 
i=l 
( ln(Jy x)) (2-x)* 
Proof: We prove the result by means of induction over m, m E No. For 
x 2 1 - 8 x 21° the assertion follows from 4.4; hence the statement is true for 
m = 0. In the case of m = 1 and x1 = 2 he assertion follows from the second 
inequality of 4.5. 
So, in the following let m > 1 and x1 < 0 or m > 1. This means in 
particular that 2 6 -8 x 21°. Further, let f =x1 + Cy!;’ (4-~~)2~1-*. 
Then, by induction hypothesis, 
m-l 
6,.+ C (pJP’-*-l)<d+ 
i=l 
Further, by 4.5 we have 
p 2*m-*-l,< If c2 M ln(4 -t (p, - 4)2pm-2) 
(2 + (p, - 4)2*“‘-*). 
The assertion follows now from 4.6. 1 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.3 for orientable polyhedra. 
4.8. COROLLARY. Let 2, x1 EI,. Then there is a polyhedron B with 
x(9) =x and cl 
10 -xl > 
(2 - xl- 
Furthermore, B contains a triangular facet all of whose vertices are 3-valent 
which is also a facet of B’s underlying point set. 
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Proof. All we have to observe for the proof of 4.8 is that a choice of the 
parameters m, x1, pl, . . . . pm, that satisfies the assumptions of 4.7 is 
possible. With this particular choice the assertion is a consequence 
of 4.3. But this follows from the fact that for p = 12, (~-4)2~-‘= 
8x21°> 1x11. 1 
5. UPPER BOUNDS FOR NONORIENTABLE POLYHEDRA 
We are now dealing with upper bounds for the valence-functional in the 
nonorientable case. We will prove Theorems 2.2 and 2.3(2)-(3). The 
constructions of polyhedra that give the bounds of 2.2 are adjusted to 
their further use in the proof of 2.3(2)-(3). 
We begin with a lemma that is the key for the proof of 2.2(l) and 
(2.3)(2). It describes the construction of a Mobius strip with certain proper- 
ties (5.1 and the proof of 5.3 are the only places where we deal with cell- 
complexes whose underlying point set is a 2-manifold with boundary. The 
notation introduced previously for polyhedra is extended here accordingly 
without further notice). A related construction can be found in [4]; see 
also [14, 51 for related results. 
5.1. LEMMA. There is a cell complex A’ whose underlying point set is a 
Miibius strip which has the following properties: 
(1) set(JZ)ciR3; 
(2) the faces of A! are convex polygons; 
(3) the boundary of set(A) consists offive edges of 4; 
(4) fo(~)=S,fi(~)=14,f,(~)=6; 
(5) .A’ has.a triangular facet that is also a facet of conv(set(9)). 
ProojI We start with a right triangular prism as shown in Fig. 1, and let 
a = (0, 0,2), b = @,A 2), c = (2,0,2), 
d= (0, 0, 01, e = GO, O), f = (092,W. 
FIGURE 1 
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On edge bc we choose a point g between b and c+say g = (1, 1,2). We 
now consider the Mobius strip .4?’ which corresponds to the union of the 
polygons: 
p1 = conv(a, b, g}, p2 = conv(a, b, f; d), p3 = conv(b, g, e, f}, 
p4 = conv(g, e, d), p5 = conv(a, d, e). 
Observe that all the edges that contain b lie already in two facets, respec- 
tively, and that b is 3-valent. This means we can cut off b and obtain a 
Mobius strip A’ which contains a triangular facet that is also a facet of the 
convex hull of its underlying point set. It is easy to check that A’ has all 
the properties stated in the lemma. 1 
With the aid of the construction of Lemma 5.1 it is now easy to prove 
2.2( 1). 
5.2. LEMMA. There is a polyhedral projective plane 9’ in R4 with 
d(8) = 11. 
Proof: For the construction of B we add five more triangular facets to 
the Mobius strip A? of Lemma 5.1. First we embed A! in the 3-dimensional 
subspace lR3 x (0) of R4, and then we add to ;$i! all tringular pyramids with 
vertex q= (0, 0, 0, 1) over the five edges of A’ that are contained in 
precisely one facet (along with the corresponding edges and vertices). Since 
h(P) =h(-m + 4 f,(S) =f1(Je + 5, fi(P) =f*(Jo + 5, 
it follows from 5.1(4) that 6(P) = 3f,(P) - 2f,(B) = 11. 1 
The next result proves 2.2(2) and also a version that is modified in view 
of further application in 5.6. 
5.3. LEMMA. (1) There is a polyhedral Klein bottle XI in R4 with 
6(X1) = 12. 
(2) There is a polyhedral Klein bottle X2 in R4 with 6(S2) = 14 which 
has the additional property that it contains a triangular facet that lies in the 
boundary of the convex hull of X2’s underlying point set. 
ProoJ: We will construct X1 first and then slightly modify the 
polyhedron to obtain X,. We begin our construction with a Mobius strip 
A in R3. The vertices of & are: 
a=(L2,0), b=(-1, l,O), c=(-1, -2,O), d= (1, - 1, 0), 
e = (5,0,4), f = (ho, 21, g=(--1,%2), h=(-5,0,4); 
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set(&) is the union of the trapezoids 
T1 = conv(a, 6, c, d), T2=conv(a,d,e,f), 
T3 =conv{b, c, g, h), T4=conv{e,f, g,h) 
(see Fig. 2). The “midline” of this Miibius strip (dotted line in Fig. 2) is the 
union of four segments: 
sI=conv{(O, 3/2,0), (0, -3/Z&O)], sZ=conv@, 3/2,0), (3,0, -3,O)), 
S3=conv((0, -3/2,0),(-3,0,3)}, Sq=convj(3,0, -3), (-3,0,3)). 
Note that si is parallel to two edges of Ti, 
Let us now embed A? in the 3-dimensional subspace R3 x (0) of R4. 
Then we add the vector (0, 0, 0, 1) to each of the four vertices of the 
midline to obtain the points: 
j = (0,3/2,0,1), k=(O, -3/2,0, l), 
,=(-3,0,3, l), m = (3,0, -3, 1). 
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We complete X, by taking the union of &’ and the following trapezoids 
(along with their faces): 
T, = conv(j, k, a, b}, T6 = conv(j, k, c, d}, T7 = conv(k, I, b, g}, 
TS conv{k, L, c, h}, T9 = conv(4 m,f, g>, T1, = conv(l, m, e, h}, 
T,, = convim, j, a, e>, T12 = convim, j, d, f>. 
The underlying surface can be thought of as the relative boundary of a 
3-dimensional solid obtained by glueing together four triangular prisms. (A 
typical prism would be the one that is the convex hull of T2, Tll and T12.) 
XI is nonorientable since it has the Mobius strip &’ as a subset. To see 
that it is a polyhedral Klein bottle, once can check that its Euler charac- 
teristic is zero. One can also easily see that 6(X1) = 12. 
Now, to obtain X2 observe that T, is also a 2-face of conv(set(XI)) and 
replace T1 by the two triangles conv{ a, b, c> and conv{ a, c, d}. 1 
The final results of this section deal with 2.3(2)-(3). We construct two 
series of polyhedra-depending on whether x is odd or even-whose 
valence values are of the form -x + o( -x). The main idea is to utilize the 
constructions of Section 4 by glueing together orientable polyhedra of high 
genus with a suitable polyhedral projective plane or Klein bottle. 
5.4. LEMMA. Let x E I,, be odd and let for xO~ I,,, x0 = 2 + 1, YxO be a 
polyhedron in R3 with x(9$‘,,) = x0 and which has the property that it contains 
a triangular facet TX0 which is also a facet of conv(set(PXO)) and whose 
vertices are all 3-valent. Then there is a nonorientable polyhedron B in R4 
with 
x(~‘) =x and 6(q611+6(9&). 
Proof: To prove the first assertion we start with the Mobius strip of 
Lemma 5.1. Let T= conv(a,, a2, a3} be the triangular face mentioned in 
5.1(5) and let PE Iw3 be a point close the center of T but outside of 
conv(set(&)) such that 
conv( (p} u set(&)) = conv(set(&)) u conv( {p] u T). 
Now let PZ+ 1 be according to the assumption and let t be a projective 
transformation which has the following properties: 
~(~x+l)~conv({pb-Q) and O,+,)=T. 
Then we can glue J& and PX + 1 together at T, delete T, and truncate the 
complex by cutting off the vertices a 1, a2, a3, thus obtaining a complex C? 
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in R3 which has five edges on the boundary. Now we embed g,in the three- 
dimensional subspace lR3 x {O> of R4, and then we add to B all triangular 
pyramids with vertex q = (0, 0, 0,l) over these five boundary edges (along 
with the corresponding edges and vertices). This way we obtain a 
polyhedron 9 which has the properties stated in the assertion. [ 
5.5. LEMMA. Let PI;, 9$ be polyhedra in R4. Suppose that for i = 1,2 
there is a triangular facet Fi and a hyperplane Hi such that H, supports 
set(4) in Fl and Hz supports set(CP?) strictly in F2. Then there is a 
polyhedron 9 with 
x(P)= x(4) f XC%;) - 2 and S(9) = b(9~) + 6(fq f 3. 
Prooj: There is an afline transformation 7 such that z(H,) = HI, 
$F2) = Fr, z(set(gz)) n H, = F1 such that 9’i and Yz’s underlying point sets 
are separated by HI. Then we can glue % and r(P?) together along Fl and 
z(F2) (and delete this triangular face). The new polyhedron z?? has the 
properties stated in the assertion. U 
The resuIt 2.3(2)-(3) now follows easily, 
5.6. LEMMA. (1) d,(x, 4) < 7.31 - (1 + 5.34/m lx - 31)(x - 1) for 
nEIR\{l} and odd. 
(2) d,(~, 4)< 13.31- (1+5.34/m IX--2()Xfor nE1, and even. 
ProoJ: The result stated above is a direct consequence of 4.8, 5.4, 
and 5.5. m 
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